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The role of methane as a green-house gas is widely recognized and has sparked
considerable efforts to quantify the contribution from natural methane sources
including submarine seeps. A variety of techniques and approaches have been
directed at quantifying methane fluxes from seeps from just below the sediment water
interface all the way to the ocean atmosphere interface. However, there have been no
systematic efforts to characterize the amount and distribution of dissolved methane
around seeps. This is critical to understanding the fate of methane released from
seeps and its role in the submarine environment. Here we summarize the findings of
two field studies of the Bush Hill mud volcano (540 m water depth) located in the Gulf of
Mexico. The studies were carried out using buoyancy driven gliders equipped with
methane sensors for near real time in situ detection. One glider was equipped with an
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) for simultaneous measurement of currents and
methane concentrations. Elevated methane concentrations in the water column were
measured as far away as 2 km from the seep source and to a height of about 100 m above
the seep. Maximum observed concentrations were ∼400 nM near the seep source and
decreased away steadily in all directions from the source.Weak and variable currents result
in nearly radially symmetric dispersal of methane from the source. The persistent presence
of significant methane concentrations in the water column points to a persistent methane
seepage at the seafloor, that has implications for helping stabilize exposed methane
hydrates. Elevatedmethane concentrations in the water column, at considerable distances
away from seeps potentially support a much larger methane-promoted biological system
than is widely appreciated.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of methane, leaked from the seafloor at seeps, as a food source in the deep oceans
supporting complex biological communities is well documented (e.g., Kennicutt et al., 1988a;
MacDonald et al., 1989; Sibuet and Olu, 1998; Sibuet and Roy, 2002; Cordes et al., 2005; Levin,
2005; Girard et al., 2020). Studies of these seep communities typically focus on megafaunal
communities and microbial mats found close to release points on the seafloor. Recent work
suggests that even modest dissolved methane concentrations (∼20 nM) can be important for
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microbial methane oxidizers (Uhlig et al., 2018) and may help to
support the benthic communities at large (Åström et al., 2017).
However, the relationship between the distribution of dissolved
methane around seeps and any associated biological communities
is poorly documented; likely because of limited sampling.

The study of the release of methane from thermogenic and
biogenic seeps in the world’s oceans (and lakes) has expanded
from simple recognition of the extent of the sources to efforts to
characterize methane release mechanisms and quantify fluxes.
These efforts include studies of: the exchange across the sediment
water interface (Tryon and Brown, 2004; Kastner and
MacDonald, 2006), bubble fluxes using bottom imaging (Leifer
and MacDonald, 2003; Leifer, 2010; Thomanek et al., 2010;
Römer et al., 2019; Di et al., 2020; Johansen et al., 2020),
bubble fluxes using acoustic imaging (Weber et al., 2014),
dissociation of hydrates (Lapham et al., 2010; Lapham et al.,
2014), and inferred fluxes to the seafloor based on shallow
thermal gradients (Smith et al., 2014). We now know that
methane bubble release rates can vary on time scales of
seconds, minutes, hours, and days (e.g., Greinert 2008; Leifer,
2019 (and references therein); Johansen et al., 2020). These flux
variations can include times when no appreciable methane
bubbles are released at all. The release point on the seafloor
can also shift location on time scales of days (Razaz et al., 2020).

In contrast to the study of methane bubble releases,
substantially less effort has been paid to understanding the
distribution of dissolved hydrocarbons around seeps.
Shipboard hydrocasts are commonly used to provide at most
tens of samples of the water column around seeps. They provide
point data in time and space and cannot effectively sample
methane plumes without additional context. Manned
submersibles and remotely operated vehicles have also been
used to collect water-column samples. These are typically
collected immediately adjacent to bubble plumes (e.g.,
Solomon et al., 2009). Such samples have the advantage of a
clear context; they are sampling the volumes richest in methane.
Unfortunately they provide little insight into how the
concentrated methane is subsequently dispersed around the
source in 3D.

The location and geological history of the Gulf of Mexico
(GoM) have resulted in the accumulation of organic-rich
sediments that, upon sufficient burial, generated hydrocarbon
in the basin. The current configuration of the GoM is a product of
the breakup of Pangaea and associated tectonics during the
Mesozoic (Galloway, 2008; Hudec et al., 2013). Rifting and
subsidence in the Mesozoic led to Middle Jurassic deposition
of evaporites recording the influx of seawater into the basin. This
evaporite layer, which forms the Louann Salt in the northern
GoM, greatly influenced the subsequent development of the GoM
(Salvador, 1991; Peel et al., 1995). Deposition in the Late
Cretaceous was influenced by sea level change, and most
deposits of this age in the GoM are marine (Sohl et al., 1991).
Large volumes of clastic sediments were deposited in the
Cenozoic adding more than 10,000 m of sediment to some
areas of the northern GoM (Galloway et al., 1991; Salvador,
1991). Deposition in the Quaternary is characterized by thick,
terrigenous sediments that can be more than 3,600 m thick under

the present Texas-Louisiana continental shelf and 3,000 m deep
in the GoM basin (Coleman et al., 1991). The deformation of the
basal salt layer and its resulting structures is integral to the GoM’s
hydrocarbon systems. Sediment accumulation and tectonic
activity caused migration of the salt resulting in much of the
structure now seen in the northwestern and north-central GoM
where salt movement has created salt-withdrawal minibasins and
the related folds and faults focus hydrocarbon migration, create
traps, and lead to focused seafloor seepage.

An area in the Green Canyon protraction polygon in the
northern GoM, termed the Bush Hill area after the Bush Hill mud
volcano in Green Canyon Lease Block 185 (or more simply
GC185), is the focus of this study. The Bush Hill area includes
the eastern part of GC184 and the western part of GC185
(Figure 1). Salt deformation and subsequent sediment loading
in this area has focused hydrocarbon migration at and around
Bush Hill.

Evidence of active seepage at the seafloor in the general study
area is demonstrated through a variety of approaches. Multi-
Beam Echo Sounder (MBES) surveys are typically conducted to
acquire high-resolution bathymetry, but acoustic scattering off of
bubble plumes, of sufficient bubble density, provides a means of
locating active methane seepage (Weber et al., 2014). Oil droplets
are not reliably imaged using MBES and so direct detection of
seafloor oil seepage locations is commonly done via detection in
sediments using drop cores or direct observation. The area
surrounding Bush Hill has numerous seepage points (De
Beukelaer, 2003; Figure 1B). The distribution of oil seepage
(invariably associated with methane release) can also be
assessed somewhat indirectly by examining oil slicks on the
sea surface that are sourced from natural seeps.

The Bush Hill area is located below locations of persistent oil
slicks imaged using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite
imagery. The persistent nature of the seepage is demonstrated
by the repeat observations (e.g., De Beukelaer, 2003). This
relatively continuous seepage was one of the critical criteria
for the experiment site selection. The SAR images also help to
identify nearby discrete seepage points separated from Bush Hill
by at least 750 m.

Bush Hill was one of the first submarine hydrocarbon seeps
located on a continental slope to receive significant research
attention (Brooks et al., 1984; Brooks et al., 1985; Brooks
et al., 1986; Kennicutt et al., 1988b). Aspects of the Bush Hill
setting that have received attention include: the hydrate deposits
(Brooks et al., 1984; MacDonald et al., 1994; Sassen et al., 1998;
Sassen et al., 1999; Vardaro et al., 2005; Kastner and MacDonald,
2006), the benthic chemosynthetic community (Kennicutt et al.,
1988a; Brooks et al., 1989; MacDonald et al., 1989; Sager, 2002),
and as a potential source of atmospheric methane (Solomon et al.,
2009; MacDonald, 2011; Hu et al., 2012).

A detailed seafloor study was conducted prior to construction
of the Jolliet Platform to the west of Bush Hill in GC184. The
study found numerous areas of near seafloor carbonates, gas
escape features, and hydrates (Kennicutt et al., 1988a). The
mapping suggests that in addition to Bush Hill, some seepage
has taken place over a considerable fraction of the area with one
locus in the northern part of GC184 and another that is elongated
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N-S at the boundary between GC184 and GC185. To understand
the source of hydrocarbons in the water it is therefore important
to understand what parts of this general area actively seep
significant volumes of hydrocarbons and which are relic,
dormant, or low flux seepages. As an example we consider the
potential seepage point ∼1 km west of Bush Hill.

Side-scan sonar images of the Bush Hill area collected in 2001
(De Beukelaer et al., 2003) showed two bubble plumes, one
originating from the crest of the mud volcano and the other
from a point on the slope to the west. The plume to the west,
located near a drop core hit (Figure 1C), was not observed a year
later. The western bubble plume’s location corresponds to an area
with hydrate material at or near the seafloor and possible
carbonates at the seafloor (Kennicutt et al., 1988b). The
absence of a persistent bubble plume over the western area
and the lack of surface slicks originating from that area in
either 2001 or 2002 suggest that it has a lower average flux
than Bush Hill and/or is only periodically active.

Aside from that just discussed, no bubble plumes have been
imaged within >3 km of Bush Hill suggesting that any ongoing
hydrocarbon seepage is relatively intermittent, low volume or
dispersed. In situ analysis of dispersed flow at Bush Hill indicates
that most venting is focused (Kastner and MacDonald, 2006).
Measurements of background fluid fluxes reveal both up-flow and
down-flow on the crest of the mud volcano (Tryon and Brown,

2004; Kastner and MacDonald, 2006). Although flow rates
approaching 2 cm/day were measured in some locations for
short durations, typical flow rates are less than 0.01 cm/day
with some of the pore fluids escaping the seafloor being rich
in dissolved methane. This average dispersed flow is insufficient
to impact in situ measurements made greater than a few
centimeters above the seafloor.

The current study provides a time-integrated 3D
characterization of the dissolved methane distribution around
Bush Hill. We present the result of two surveys that used in situ
measurements to provide two separate and relatively complete
snapshots of the dissolved methane plume around the seep. The
inclusion of contemporaneous current data for one of the studies
provides insight into how the methane is advected from the
source. Together, these two studies provide a first attempt to
understand the distribution of dissolved methane around an
isolated natural source.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This work is based on two field studies conducted in the spring
and fall of 2018. Autonomous underwater gliders were used for in
situ analyses in both studies. Uncertainty about the extent and
concentration of dissolved methane around Bush Hill and the

FIGURE 1 | General and more detailed location maps are provided in (A–C). (A) Shows the outline of the area covered by our Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management geological exploration permit in the context of the Texas-Louisiana coastline, protraction polygons, and slope bathymetry. The location of the Bush Hill mud
volcano is indicated by a star. (B)Provides a detailedMBES (multibeam echo sounder) shadedmapwith the locations of oil-bearing dropcores and bubble plumes. There
is an inset zoom of the area around Bush Hill. (C) Zoom of the Bush Hill area with stars indicating the location of the mud volcano and the seepage site on the slope
to west of it.
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nature of the near-bottom currents led us to deploy two distinct
sampling strategies in the spring and fall. Time constraints did
not permit us to modify the fall instrumentation packages based
on the results of the spring study. We therefore opted for slightly
different configurations of hardware as part of the experiment
design. The spring results did provide insights that benefitted the
operational execution of the fall study.

In the spring experiment, three Teledyne Slocum gliders were
operated by Blue Ocean Monitoring (Australia). They were
equipped with hybrid thrusters allowing them to travel at near
constant elevation above the seafloor. The fall experiments used
two Alseamar SeaExplorer gliders operated by Alseamar (France).
The SeaExplorers relied solely on their buoyancy drive for thrust.
They traverse the water column in “yos” that consist of a dive
from a known position to near the bottom and then an ascent to
the surface to reposition. They collected near bottom data using
low amplitude mini-yos that generally kept the vehicle within
∼25 m of the seafloor.

The sensor hardware used for the studies had two key
differences. In the fall study Alseamar included a downward-
looking ADCP on one of the two gliders. This provided collocated
current and chemical measurements. The other major difference
is that the sensitivities of the Franatech METS methane sensors
differed with the spring study using ultra-high sensitivity and the
fall using just high sensitivity sensors.

In the spring experiment the ultra-high sensitivity METS
provided detection limits ∼1 nM and non-linear performance
at greater than 500 nM. The fall experiments used the high
sensitivity METS with detection limit of ∼20 nM and non-
linear performance at greater than 1,000 nM. These are the
theoretical quantitation limits, in practice the exact
calibrations differ so an offset from the lower limit was
defined to serve as a quantitation limit. For the data
collected in the spring, with the more sensitive detectors, a
conservative estimate of 10 times the environmental
background is used for the quantitation limit (25 nM). Data
from the fall experiments was corrected for a systematic
baseline response difference and adjusted to two times the
detection limit to yield quantitation values of 40 nM (glider
SEA023) and 60 nM (glider SEA027).

The average sampling time frequency for the METS used
in the spring study is every ∼1 s. The fall survey METS
sampled every ∼1.5 s. The average horizontal speed of the
gliders in the spring study was ∼2.5 m/s and the in the fall
study their horizontal speed was ∼1.75 m/s. These
combinations of sampling frequency and horizontal speed
give similar lateral sampling of ∼2.5 m for the spring study
and ∼2.6 m for the fall.

The capabilities of the METS senors were essential to this
study. The high sensitivity allowed methane detection to
background levels to define the extent of the methane plume.
The in situ measurements provided extremely high spatial
resolution and were reported from the gliders in near real
time (allowing on-the-fly adjustments to operational plans). In
total, more than 2 million near-bottom methane analyses were
collected over Bush Hill during the spring and fall studies. The
high density of data allows a much more confident understanding

of the spatial and temporal characteristics of the methane
distribution in the near and mid-field at Bush Hill.

A limitation of the METS sensor is its ability to provide a
strictly quantitative methane determination because of its
relatively significant uptake and washout delays. The T90 time
of a sensor is the time required for it to register a concentration
equivalent to 90% of the actual concentration present, reported as
1–30 min by Franatech for the METS. For example, if a clean
sensor is exposed to a flow of solution with a methane
concentration of 100 nM, the T90 time would correspond to
how long it would take for the sensor to report a concentration of
90 nM. The greater the concentration difference of a new solution
from that currently observed by the sensor the longer the T90
time. The delay associated with diffusion through the membrane
and sorptive processes on the detector’s semiconductor surface,
both of which scale with the magnitude of the change, are
responsible for a delay in sensor response. Both processes
initially take place faster with high concentration gradients in
the water and slow as the concentration gradients are minimized.
This means that the METS will respond quickly to significant
concentration changes but in a semi-quantitative way. The
limited range of temperatures encountered near the seafloor
(<1.5°C) and the limited impact of the pressure range on the
detector window (from ∼450 to 650 m depth) mean that the
diffusion rates are essentially fixed throughout the study area.
Hence the response performance of the sensor does not vary
appreciably within the bounds of the study area.

Because of the signal delay inherent to the METS, the methane
concentrations reported should be thought of as a kind of moving
average. They are not strictly comparable to, for example, discrete
seawater samples captured and analyzed in a lab. It is virtually
certain that the T90 time for the sensor is never achieved because
the glider is moving, the water is moving, and the methane
concentration field is heterogeneous. This means the highest
concentrations reported are lower than what the glider actually
encountered and there is some degree of smoothing of both high
and low concentration heterogeneities. However, understanding
how the METS performs allowed us to interpret the data so as to
generate appropriate concentrationmaps. The fact that theMETS
responds quickly to significant concentration gradients means
that areas with limited concentration variations can be identified
as can sharp concentration boundaries.

The best way to understand the data provided by the METS is
to look at examples of data collected in different settings at Bush
Hill (Figure 2). The figures shows the response characteristic of
the METS associated with: moving into the plume (Figure 2A),
moving inside the plume through a low concentration part
(Figure 2B), moving through a high concentration area
(Figure 2C), and leaving the methane plume (Figure 2D).
Between dives the gliders spend 30 min or more at the surface
reporting data. This assures that the METS detector has been
cleared of methane to the background concentration. Therefore,
during the descent, the upper limit of the methane plume can be
readily identified (Figure 2A). During the early uptake of
significantly higher methane concentrations, we observe a
continuous and smooth point-to-point monotonically
increasing signal in the highly resolved time series from the
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METS. When the glider is inside the methane plume in an area
without abrupt concentration changes (Figure 2B), the short-
term signal includes more variability on a point-to-point basis
(i.e., contrast the monotonically increasing uptake data and the
line defined by the plateau data that includes numerous increases
and decreases about the mean trend). When the glider is

traversing parts of the plume with relatively high methane
concentrations, the same variability on a point-to-point basis
is seen as at low concentrations (Figure 2C). When the gliders
begin their ascent to the surface from the methane plume they
quickly transit into background methane concentrations and this
generates the signal characteristic seen during the initial uptake

FIGURE 2 | Plots of methane-data time series for glider 187 resolved at hour and minute scales (sampling frequency is 1 Hz). For each longer period time series, an
inset box shows the interval presented at the minute time scale on the right side. Key water depths are noted on the plots for descending part (A) and ascending part (D)
paths. Water depth for traverse paths are near constant at ∼475 m part (B) and ∼550 m part (C).
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except with a monotonic decrease (Figure 2D). By analyzing the
METS data at fine temporal resolution and recognizing the signal
characteristics of larger concentration contrasts, we are able to
more clearly distinguish the structure and boundaries of the
methane plume.

Current-velocity data were collected using a Nortek AD2CP
Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) on every dive
conducted by glider SEA027. SEA027 collected data from
November 6th to the 11th inclusive but was damaged in a
shark attack and no data were collected for the remainder of
the survey (the glider was recovered). The ADCP data was
processed in two ways depending on whether the ADCP
detected the bottom. When the ADCP detected the bottom,
the glider’s motion was directly resolved and high temporal
and spatial resolution data was collected (on the order of 10 s
and 2 m). When the ADCP could not detect the bottom, the data
were averaged over a much longer duration to compensate for the
differential movement between the glider and the water. All raw
ADCP data was processed by the equipment provider (Alseamar).

RESULTS

Methane Concentrations
The methane concentration provided by the METS are not
strictly quantitative but are rather the smoothed values as
described in the methods section. However, hereafter we
discuss the measured methane concentrations as though the
numerical values represent the actual concentrations present.
This is done simply to reduce the number of qualifiers
scattered throughout the text. We have examined all the data

at high temporal resolution so that in all instances where we have
found high contrasts in concentration values we can interpret
their significance taking into account uptake and washout issues.
We also note that while the maximum concentrations reported
are assuredly lower than the maximum concentrations
encountered, they are inferred to be lower by only ∼30%
based on the detailed time-series analysis.

Methane concentrations measured in the spring study found
maximum methane concentrations of ∼400 nM but most peak
values were less than 200 nM (Figure 3). There is a systematic
increase in the average concentrations measured as the study
progressed. This is not interpreted to be related to an increase in
flux from the seep, but rather simply reflects the progression of
mapping from far to near with respect to the source. The gap in
data centered on April 25th is an artifact related to bad weather
and a shipboard equipment failure that required a return to port
that resulted in a ∼48 h gap in data collection.

On average, glider 187 measured higher concentrations than
the other two gliders. Glider 606 was routinely flown at a higher
elevation from the seafloor and so its measurements are not
directly comparable with those of 187. Comparison of
measurements of gliders 187 and 255 collected within 2–3 h of
each other from the same location are consistent with the METS
on glider 187 reporting higher methane concentrations. However,
there is significant overlap in the concentrations measured by
both gliders. So while we interpret glider 187 to have reported
methane values ∼10–25 nM higher than glider 255, no systematic
correction could be applied.

Methane concentrations measured in the fall study found
maximum methane concentrations of ∼300 nM but most were
less than 100 nM (Figure 4). As with the spring study, the higher
average concentrations measured later in the study are related to

FIGURE 3 | Methane concentrations measured by each glider (187,
255, 606) during the spring study. Data has been filtered to eliminate
measurements taken above 450 m below the sea surface.

FIGURE 4 | Methane concentrations measured by gliders SEA023 and
SEA027 during the fall study. Data has been filtered to eliminate
measurements taken above 450 m below the sea surface.
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more traverses closer to the seep source. The low concentration
measurements at the start of both gliders’ records and on the
November 10th for SEA027 and the 11th for SEA023 are data
collected well away from Bush Hill (and any other hydrocarbon
seepage sources) and are intended to measure background
concentrations.

SEA027measured four instances of methane concentrations at
or above 200 nM in contrast to SEA023 which did not measure
concentrations higher than 160 nM. Aside from these four high
concentration dives, comparison of the remainder of the
measurements from both gliders shows them to be comparable
so we interpret the sensors to be consistently calibrated.

Segregating out far-field analyses from both studies, we find
that the spring study found higher average concentrations relative
to the fall study. Average concentrations measured in the spring
were 109 (±38 at 1 SD) nM and those from the fall ∼72 (±23 at
1 SD) nM. This difference could be explained by the different
METS sensitivities used, although these concentrations are well
within the detection range of both. The difference could also be
explained by a 35% decrease in the methane flux from the spring
to fall or by more effective removal of methane from the area by
advection. That the lower average concentrations in the fall
correspond with lower maximum concentrations is more
consistent with a decrease in net flux.

Mapping of Methane Concentrations
Combining data from the two surveys along with the current
observations allow the methane concentrations surrounding
Bush Hill to be analyzed spatially, temporally, and in the
context of the current directions. The simplest analysis is done
by integrating the data from both field studies to constrain
vertical variations and projecting them to a map view for
lateral variations - discounting temporal variations in both
cases. This analysis is perhaps the most useful approach for
understanding how far away from the source methane
concentrations are elevated above background. Localized
temporal variations in methane concentrations can be
examined by limiting analysis to locations that were revisited
two or more times within a restricted amount of time. This
approach has been applied to both field studies with a time
restriction of 12 h. The impact of local variations in the near
bottom currents on methane concentrations is assessed by
examining the data from the fall deployment from the glider
equipped with the ADCP (SEA027).

The aggregate methane measurements provide a sense of the
vertical and lateral extent of the integrated methane plume. The
data from the two studies are integrated using concentration
distributions from both studies to define volumes appropriate for
averaging and deriving average values from the spring study. The
upper boundary for reliable methane detection around Bush Hill
can be assessed looking at detection during glider descents, when
no washout concerns exist. For the spring field study, the gliders
operated using thrusters and so maintained a relatively constant
height off the seafloor (aided by active bottom detection) and
therefore made relatively few dives. In contrast, the gliders used in
the fall field study relied on the buoyancy drive for thrust and so
were constantly changing elevation. Because the fall study

included more frequent water column transits it provides a
more robust test of the depth of initial methane detection
around Bush Hill.

Most of the dives in the fall study did not detect methane
until the glider was navigating close to the seafloor, but 14 out
of 78 dives detected methane on descent with a maximum
detection height of 170 m and an average height of 100 m. A
limitation of the data from the fall study is that most of the
descents were displaced from the methane source. To further
examine the vertical variability around the source we
constructed 500 m thick smashes (orthogonal interval
projections) of the data from the spring study onto N-S
and E-W vertical planes centered on the mud volcano
(Figure 5). The N-S smash indicates detection of methane
at ∼60 m above the mud volcano (540–480 m depth) while the
E-W smash reveals ∼90 m detection height (540–430 m). Both
values should be taken as minimum detection heights as few
or no background measurements are present above the mud
volcano. Data from the constant elevation glider traverses
(spring study) are therefore consistent with detectable
methane concentrations being mostly restricted to less than
∼100 m from the seafloor (with localized exceptions). In
contrast, a significant number of background measurements
can be found closer to the seafloor away from the mud volcano
suggesting that the methane plume is domed above the source
and thins vertically away from it and is concentrated near the
seafloor.

Using a 450 m depth cutoff for filtering data for map-view
projections (∼90 m above the summit of Bush Hill) we can
examine the general concentration profile away from the
seepage source (Figure 6). Both studies show the highest
concentrations closest to the methane source with
concentrations dropping off significantly with distance. The
area bounded by a radius of 500 m to the source has few non-
detects and a significant number of high concentration
measurements (Figure 6). For distances greater than 500 m
from the source the fraction of non-detects increases
significantly with increasing distance. Both studies suggest the
effective radial limit of the methane plume around Bush Hill is
1,500–2,000 m.

Lateral variations of the methane plume are examined by
projecting the data to the seafloor. Results from the spring
experiment were split based on their elevation above the
seafloor into 0–45 and 45–90 m (Figure 7). Both sets show
high concentrations above the source with more background
concentrations observed in the 45–90 m map and moving away
from the source. Although limited to the south, the projected data
reveal elevated methane concentrations can be detected at least
1.5 km (perhaps up to 2 km) from Bush Hill in all directions
including up-slope to the west. This is consistent with the
interpretation based on the vertical smashes. The data from
the fall study includes, almost exclusively, data collected within
25 m of the seafloor during mini-yos (Figure 8). It shows similar
spatial patterns as the spring study including lower
concentrations to the east and southeast of the mud volcano
summit. It is important to note that over the entire area mapped,
even near the source, there is some fraction of the data that has
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background concentrations. This strongly suggests that the
methane plume around the seep source is not continuous in
space, time, or both.

Documenting temporal variability relies on multiple visits to
the same site. In this regard the spring survey provided many
more instances of repeat visits within a 12 h time period. Twenty
five locations as close as 0.25 km and as far as 1.75 km from
around Bush Hill were selected to document the extent of any
temporal variations (Figure 9). Five locations closest to Bush Hill
(<0.75 km) did not include any measurements below 50 nM
(Figure 9). However, all of these locations show significant
variations in methane concentration. Most locations more
than 0.75 km distance from the seeps include at least some
measurements below 50 nM and half of these include
measurements below 25 nM (interpreted as the quantitation
limit for the spring study).

Collectively, the temporal variability data suggest that the
dispersal pattern of methane around Bush Hill is highly
variable in both time and space. The areas closest to the
source (∼0.75 km) appear to have concentrations that are
almost always above detection limits, generally above
100 nmol, and with an average concentration of ∼160 nM
(spring study, ∼100 nM for the fall study). At distances greater
than ∼0.75 km the methane concentrations are typically between
50 and 100 nM (fall study ∼45–65 nM) and it is common for
repeat sampling sites to include values both above and below
quantitation limits. Based on the spring study concentrations, the
general picture these observations generate is of an area

surrounding the source (radius ∼0.75 km) with persistently
higher methane concentrations (∼160 nM) but still
occasionally having areas with little or no detectable methane.
This central area is surrounded by a ∼concentric region that
extends another ∼0.75 km and has concentrations around
∼70 nM, and with some places varying above and below the
detection threshold on time scales of tens of minutes to
several hours.

Current Directions and Speeds
Comparison of currents resolved into East and North vector
components shows that the water column can be subdivided into
three parts (Figure 10). In the upper 100 m of the water column,
the currents are generally less than 0.3 m/s and are skewed to a
northern direction. These results are consistent with satellite
surface current models over the study area that suggest the
location was centered between two counter rotating eddies.
There is no systematic temporal pattern to the measured
currents on the scale of days with significant ranges in both
directions and speed occurring. Within-day variations could be
related to diurnal forces such as tides and/or changing wind
conditions during day and night.

The depth range ∼100–400 m shows a pronounced eastward
directed current with speeds ranging between 0.15 and 0.3 m/s
(Figure 10). This current is most pronounced at 250 m depth.
Focusing on the magnitude of the east vector component of the
current reveals an increasing trend from the 5th to the 10th of
November, best seen between 200 and 300 m.

FIGURE 5 | Observed methane concentrations around Bush Hill during the spring study are depicted as color shading along the paths of the gliders. The upper
images are detailed gray-shaded bathymetric relief maps of the area showing location boxes for data in middle and lower images. The location of Bush Hill is marked as a
green star in each and the location of another potential methane source is noted as a red circle in the E-W shaded relief map (see Figure 1C for context). The middle
images shows all glider data from 300 m down used to construct the vertical section smashed to a horizontal plane. The bottom images are S-N (A) and W-E (B)
500 m thick vertical data smashes onto a plane. The projected glider paths’ color indicate the methane concentration (see scale) with orange colors indicating confident
detections. The divergence of the methane scale is set at 10× the environmental background.
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For depths below 400 m, the current velocities are uniformly
slower, generally less than 0.1 m/s, with no preferred orientation
(Figure 10). In this depth range, there is no temporal pattern in
the north-south component, but data from the 5th and 6th of
November are modestly skewed to the east while results from the
9th and 10th are modestly skewed to the west.

Dives that approach within ∼25 m of the seafloor allow the
ADCP to achieve bottom-lock. This extra positioning data allows
processing of the ADCP data that resolves the bottom-current
structure at a much higher spatial and temporal resolution. For
near-bottom studies, the gliders conducted mini-yos each
consisting of an approach toward the seafloor and ascent away
after achieving a depth of ∼5 m from the seafloor. The bottom-
water current data is analyzed initially by looking at the average

current measured in each mini-yo. We then consider current
variations within mini-yos that helps resolve the current structure
on the scale of individual meters vertically and laterally and on
time scales of 2–3 s.

Average mini-yo data shows a speed range from less than 0.03
to ∼0.18 m/s (Figure 11). The aggregate data reveal no simple
relations in terms of current orientations or speeds relative to the
bathymetry around Bush Hill. The data collected contain
direction reversals and changes in speed that span the
observed range on time scales of less than 4 h.

Near-bottom dives on Nov. 6th traversed relatively short
distances and had a limited number of mini-yos (Figure 12).
These dives found bottom-water currents with low speeds
and highly variable directions. Two mini-yos on the northern
crest of Bush Hill found low speed currents (less than 0.06 m/
s) that nearly reversed directions over ∼3.5 h from WNW to
ESE. Two dives on the southern flank of Bush Hill near the
end of the Nov. 6th again found similar low current speeds

FIGURE 6 | Methane concentrations from all gliders are plotted against
the horizontal distance from the seep where the data was collected. The data
are filtered to include only measurements below 450 m water depth. The
spring study data is at the top.

FIGURE 7 |Glider traverse maps for data collected in the spring study of
the Bush Hill area (green star marks seep) color coded for methane
concentration. (A) shows the data binned between 45 and 90 m and (B)
0–45 m above the seafloor. The divergence in the methane color coding
corresponds to the 25 nM or 10× the environmental background with orange
colors indicating confident methane detection.
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FIGURE 8 |Glider traverse maps for data collected in the fall study of the Bush Hill area (green star marks seep) color coded for methane concentration. The glider
paths are overlain on the seafloor bathymetry contoured in meters below sea level (bathymetry from NOAA). The divergence in the methane color coding corresponds to
the quantitation limit with orange colors indicating confident methane detection. The numbers correspond to a temporal analysis (see Table 1).

FIGURE 9 | The plot shows the temporal variation at 25 points of varying distance from the source during the spring study. The horizontal distance is not scaled in
the figure see the upper axis label. Observations numbers are shown on the lower axis. The number of replicate observations is shown above the observed range. The
duration of observations is shown below. The vertical lines represent the spread of the observed concentrations with the tick mark indicating the average for each set of
measurements.
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and current directions that shifted by ∼90° from to the W to
the N in ∼3.5 h.

Three near-bottom dives took place on Nov. 7th skewed to
the east of, and crossing just over the top of the summit of
Bush Hill (Figure 12). These dives found bottom-water

currents with low to intermediate speeds and variable
directions. Currents measured in the earlier part of the day
to east of the summit flowed up slope with low speeds (less
than 0.06 m/s). A traverse over the summit later in the day
found directions varying around being directed due north,
without regard to the bathymetry and with higher average
speeds (0.03–0.09 m/s).

Five near-bottom dives took place on November 8th
crossing over the summit of Bush Hill and extending
significantly far to the north and west (Figure 12). These
dives found bottom-water currents with speeds ranging over
nearly the entire observed range (0.03–0.18 m/s) and with
directions in every quadrant. Currents measured in the earlier
part of the day from ∼2:00 to 8:00 on the north side of the mud
volcano found mostly high speed currents that shift from
predominately eastward to southward directed over this time.
Three dives later in the day (after 12:00) found a restricted
range of speeds (0.03–0.06 m/s) with directions that varied
from toward NNE to toward WSW.

A single near-bottom dive took place on Nov. 9th crossing
from west to east over the southern extension of Bush Hill
(Figure 12). This took just over 2 h and found bottom-water

FIGURE 10 | Average current data for all dives showing how the north
(A) and east (B) velocity components vary with depth (vertical axis). The data
are color-coded by the date of the dive (November 2018).

FIGURE 11 | Average near-bottom current measurements are shown as vectors (see legend). Each vector tail is located on the glider path for that data point. Glider
paths are color coded to indicate the methane concentration with orange colors indicating confident detection (see e.g., Figures 4–6). The green star represents the
venting location for Bush Hill (27.7811°N, 91.5082°W). Bathymetry shown is in meters below sea level.
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currents with directions predominately directed to the south
but speeds ranging over the entire observed range. Current
speeds were highest at the start of the dive to the west of Bush
Hill (0.12–0.18 m/s) and dropped progressively as the glider
went over the top of the elongate southern part of the mud
volcano and traversed down the eastern slope
(<0.03–0.09 m/s).

Three near-bottom dives took place on November 10th with
one recording only a single mini-yo well to the east of Bush Hill
and the other two traverses near/over the summit (Figure 12).
Bottom-water currents were predominately to the west with a
significant range of speeds (<0.03–0.15 m/s). The single average
current measurement well to the east of Bush Hill, and nearly
100 m below its summit, is of a slow current (<0.03 m/s) flowing
nearly due south. Similar low speed currents were measured just
to the north of Bush Hill 13 h later directed to the ∼SW.
However, 3 h later on a traverse over the summit of Bush
Hill currents with speeds up to 0.15 m/s were measured
flowing to the NW.

Two near-bottom dives took place in the first half of November
11th with one being an exceptionally long traverse from the SE across
the southern flank of Bush Hill and the other traversing from nearly
due west near/over the summit and directly over the seep vent
(Figure 12). Bottom-water currents were slow with a limited range
of speeds (<0.03–0.06m/s) and directions ranged over only slightly
more than 90° from directed E to directed SSW. A traverse from the
southeastern slope to well to the west of the summit took nearly 3 h to
complete documenting little variation in current speed (0.03–0.06m/
s) anddirections that sweep fromdirected nearly E to directed SWand

then abruptly back to directed SE. The change in current direction
from SW to SE is found between data points separated by∼100m and
∼6min between average measurements. A traverse over the summit
that took 50min documented consistent current speeds (0.03–0.06m/
s) flowing ∼S.

Analysis of the detailed current information contained in each
mini-yo has the potential to reveal significant advection of methane
near the seafloor. Each mini-yo resolves the 25m above the seafloor
into 2m cubic bins. While most of the traverses did not image any
significant structure to the bottom water currents, some revealed
discrete higher velocity bottom water flows. Two examples of bottom
water flows are shown fromNov. 8th and 9th. The traverse on the 8th
starts on the lower slopes of the mud volcano on the north side and
progresses away from the mud volcano up the slope to its north. The
data reveal a much higher velocity flow in the bottom ∼8m of the
seawater column (Figure 13A). The traverse is oriented perpendicular
to the flow direction. The higher-velocity bottom-water current has a
width of ∼1 km and the southern and northern margins of the flow
are elevated from the seafloor.

The traverse on the 9th starts to the west of the mud volcano
and goes up and over its elongate southern flank. The glider
traverse is perpendicular to the flow direction and samples a
1.5 km wide part of the flow (truncated on the western side). This
flow has a variable height, ranging from ∼6 to >14 m
(Figure 13B). The higher-velocity flow is not restricted to the
bottom and is decoupled from the seafloor both internally and at
its eastern margin. The vertical extent of this flow is not
constrained as higher velocity water is observed all the way to
the top of some mini-yos.

FIGURE 12 | Detailed daily average near-bottom current measurements. Data as per Figure 10 but split out for each day with acquisition times indicated at the tail
of each vector.
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Methane Concentrations and Current
Directions
The methane plume structure at Bush Hill is potentially dictated
by several processes but the most important of these that we can
constrain is current variations. Short term variations in flux, for
example, could lead to spatial variations in concentration but we
have no constraints on it during the field studies. Therefore in the
analysis below we focus on spatial and temporal variations that
can be ascribed to current variations. The analysis is necessarily
restricted to the fall study data as there was no ADCP deployed in
the spring.

Examination of the data from the SEA027 traverses on the 6th
to the 11th of November should provide direct insight into
methane advection from the source (Figure 12). All current
measurements on the 6th and 7th have current directions
moving toward the source, or nearly tangent to it, suggesting
the measurements locations are upwind of the source. Despite
being upcurrent, the measurements on these days are split nearly
equally between those that detected methane and those that did
not. The parts of traverses closest to the source detected methane
on both the 6th and 7th, but methane was also detected on the 6th
in locations ∼1 km to the south despite northward directed
currents. Traverses on the 8th and 9th found currents coming
from the source or tangent to it, so they are mostly downcurrent
of the source, and include some of the highest measured current
velocities (Figure 12). Throughout most of the lengths of all these
traverses methane is detected. Currents on the 10th are mostly

oriented toward the source, upcurrent, with the traverse closest to
the source measuring methane and the more distant traverse not
detecting methane. Two traverses on the 11th include one that
traveled over the source and another to the southwest that found
current orientations from the source (downcurrent). Both
traverses detected methane over most of their lengths except
for the most distal part of the southwestern traverse.

The temporal variation of the currents can be examined by
comparing repeat glider visits to a local area (less than 20 m
radius) either by SEA027 (equipped with the ADCP) or where
nearby ADCP at ∼the same time (within an hour) is recorded.We
identified 12 times in the data where these criteria were met
(Table 1). To simplify the data interpretation we characterize the
current direction as above with the vector orientation described as
with respect to the source as observed from the data collection
point. Thus, currents can generally be flowing: from the source
(observation is downcurrent), toward the source (observation is
upcurrent), or tangent to the source (defined as being at
approximately a right angle to the line connected the
observation to the source).

Two of the twelve repeat visits (7 and 9) have both
observations with the current flowing from the source
(Figure 12 and Table 1). Observation 7 has the two highest
measured concentrations (∼100 nM) for all 24 measurement
showing that high concentrations can persist locally for times
of at least an hour. In contrast the first measurement at location 9
was below detection despite the current flowing from the source

FIGURE 13 | Detailed on-bottom data showing strong near bottom currents. (A) shows data for the 8th of November and (B) for the 9th. The current speeds shown
range from 0.02 to 0.2 m/s and the color scale diverges at 0.11. The horizontal axes indicate time of acquisition for each day. The inset map shows the locations of the
traverses relative to Bush Hill and the local bathymetry (Figure 10). The current direction of the 8th is predominately to the east and on the 9th to the south (Figure 11) so
in both cases the traverse is across the flow direction. The pairs of data points are collected on the descent and ascent of each mini-yo.
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but ∼7 h later the concentration had increased to ∼70 nM. Two
sets of observations (8 and 10) had both measurements below
detection limits and in all four instances the current was tangent
to the source. There are four examples of observations wherein
the current was persistently flowing toward the source and these
include examples of the methane concentration increasing,
decreasing, and remaining the same on time scales from 2 to
7 h. There is a single example (observation 3) of the current
direction reversing, initially flowing toward the source and ∼10 h
later flowing from the source. In this instance the concentration
decreases from 70 to 40 nM between measurements.

DISCUSSION

Methane Distribution Around Bush Hill
Although the methane measurements and the fluid dynamics of
the system indicate that it is not possible to image a static
distribution of the methane concentrations around Bush Hill,
a time averaged methane distribution pattern can be proposed.
Toward this end we construct what we infer to be a 3Dmap of the
time-averaged methane concentrations around Bush Hill
beginning with the vertical distribution.

The descending dives place an effective ceiling for reliable
methane detection over Bush Hill area at 100 m. This is consistent
with prior hydrocast ex situ sampling (Solomon et al., 2009) and
is typical for other ex situ sampling efforts above seeps releasing
methane bubbles (e.g., Römer et al., 2019). However, the lateral
glider operations in the spring study suggest that this result may
reflect the methane detection height only near the source as dives
more offset from the source, and lateral traverses, indicate lower
maximum detection height (Figure 5). Intuitively it makes sense
that ascending methane bubbles from the source would give rise
to higher methane concentrations higher in the water column
above the source. To uniformly define a bound for methane
concentrations that are, on average, always above detection limits
over the entire area we use an average detection concentration for
methane of 25 nM (spring study) and require that methane be

detected ∼50% of the sampling times (a 25 nM isosurface). These
criteria generate a boundary over the seep that has a domed
structure and extends out to ∼1,500–2,000 m.

The 25 nM isosurface surface defines a volume for the 3Dmap.
To define concentration regions within that volume we use a
combination of the map distributions for different depths (e.g.,
Figure 7) and smashes onto vertical planes (e.g., Figure 5). The
3D volume is not adequately sampled to robustly define lateral
variations in all directions with confidence so we use a radially
symmetric model. This allows us to define discrete volumes with
average concentrations (Figure 14). The model honors the
concentration patterns seen in both the spring and the fall but
relies on the spring study for the concentrations.

There are very few studies, of which we are aware, that present
spatial patterns for dissolved methane around seeps. Solomon
et al. (2009) studied methane release from Bush Hill with a
primary focus on methane transfer to the atmosphere. As part of
that work they did ex situ sampling during three submersible
dives and 5 hydrocasts. The data is presented as a sparse radial
cross-section of methane concentrations in the water column.
Their cross section suggests methane concentrations > 1,000 nM
extend more than 300 m away from Bush Hill and up to 80 m
elevation within the first 150 m. Concentrations this high would
have been above the linear range for the detectors used in the
spring study and at or slightly above those used in the fall study.
However, no concentrations were measured that approached the
non-linear portions in either study. It is important to note that the
near source sampling by Solomon et al. was done via submersible
and intentionally sampled near the bubble streams, creating a bias
toward high concentrations.

The Impact of Currents on Methane
Distribution
Even slow currents will move methane released from a seep three
to four orders of magnitude faster than diffusion so advective
transport explains the methane distribution around Bush Hill.
Prior on-bottom work at Bush Hill (Tryon and Brown, 2004;

TABLE 1 | Collocated observations with current data.

Obs Date Glider Time nM Flow Speed Glider Time nM Flow Speed Distance
(m)

1 6 27 17:17 68 Toward <0.03 23 19:38 60 Toward <0.03 85
2 6 27 20:06 bdl Toward <0.03 27 23:58 59 Toward 0.03–0.06 890
3 7 27 09:15 70 Toward <0.03 27 18:56 42 From 0.03–0.06 705
4 7 23 16:14 bdl Toward 0.03–0.06 27 19:22 45 Tangent 0.06–0.09 245
5 7–8 23 15:58 41.7 Toward 0.03–0.06 27 01:49 43 Toward 0.03–0.06 260
6 8 27 02:24 87 Tangent 0.12–0.15 27 07:40 49 Toward 0.12–0.15 1,170
7 8 23 11:20 91 From 0.03–0.06 27 12:38 110 From 0.03–0.06 520
8 8 23 14:45 bdl Tangent 0.03–0.06 27 18:52 bdl Tangent 0.03–0.06 745
9 9 23 03:35 bdl From 0.09–0.12 27 10:29 58 From 0.09–0.12 910
10 10 27 19:00 bdl Tangent <0.03 23 22:13 bdl Tangent <0.03 1,110
11 10 23 16:13 bdl Toward 0.06–0.09 27 23:05 61 Toward 0.09–0.12 270
12 11 27 06:04 84 Toward 0.03–0.06 27 10:01 66 Tangent <0.03 1,080

Summary of 12 repeat observations capturedwithin 20 m of each other during the fall experiment. Unique columns are as follows: Obs. � observation number (see Figure 8), Date � day of
November 2018, and dist. (m) � the distance of each observation from the source. In between these columns are two sets of columns that give the glider making each measurement, time
of day of the measurement, the observed concentration in nM, the flow direction of the current relative to the source (see text), and the speed of the current in m/s. Some concentration
measurements are below detection limits (bdl).
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Kastner and MacDonald, 2006) has found little evidence of a
distributed source for methane so it is reasonable to consider it as
a point source. Taking methane as a passive chemical tracer from
a point source one might be inclined to draw an analogy with
smoke from a chimney. Using this analogy, the currents are
expected to carry the methane downwind away from the source
and thereby create an asymmetric distribution. The combined
collection of current and compositional data (Figures 11, 12)
allow us to test this model and find it lacking. We do observe
some high concentrations downwind from the source but we also
find high concentrations upwind of the source (Table 1). In
general there is no clear relationship between the current
direction relative to the source and the methane concentration
observed.

Taking the near bottom average current data as a whole
(Figure 11), there is no coherent direction in any area that
persists over time. So in the analogy, the chimney is not
located in a regular wind field that transports the smoke away;
rather it is in an area with generally slow moving currents that
change directions on time scales of hours. We suggest a better
analogy is to think of the area surrounding Bush Hill as a smog
basin with a central source. In this case the basin does not have
any actual physical boundaries—there is higher bathymetry to the
west and north but the seafloor slopes away to the east and south
(Figure 1). Rather, the methane (smog) is retained around the
source by the lack of any organized current to sweep it out of the
area. The concentrations decrease vertically and laterally away
from the source with progressive dilution.

Using a smog basin analogy, we can readily understand the
lack of correlation between current and concentrations. The
methane is being moved back and forth around the source so
there is no particular significance to being upwind or downwind
over the timescales of hours. The data from the spring and fall
experiments define a similar sized detection radius – somewhat
smaller in the fall. This could be an approximation of a quasi-
steady-state environment around Bush Hill.

Temporal Aspects of Methane Distribution
Assuming the methane plume observed around Bush Hill is
generally (always?) present, we can consider how its total
methane content relates to that being released from the seep.
On bottom characterization of the bubble flux from Bush Hill
gives an output from the seep of ∼5,390 mol/day (Leifer and
MacDonald, 2003). Summing over the entire methane plume

(Figure 14) gives a total of ∼30,200 mol of methane or about
5.6 days equivalent of seeped methane. Similar calculations for
the methane plume model proposed by Solomon et al. (2009)
suggest 1.8 days equivalent. For the observed methane
concentrations, these times are far too short to explain the
marginal loss of methane via microbial oxidation (Pack et al.,
2011). The upper boundary of the plume is interpreted to be
controlled by more organized advective transport and dilution
at higher levels in the water column (Figure 11); whereas the
lateral margins simply reflect progressive dilution away from the
source.

The presence of a persistent methane plume around the source
could promote the stability of exposed methane hydrates
(Kennicutt et al., 1988b). The initial growth of structure II or
structure H hydrates (Sassen andMacDonald, 1994) at the depths
of Bush Hill (>500 m) would be favored even at much higher
water temperatures (at least up to 17°C) (Yin et al., 2018). In order
to persist however, the exposed hydrates must maintain a
methane concentration in the surrounding seawater that is at
hydrate saturation—otherwise the hydrates would dissolve until
the seawater was saturated. In the chimney analogy the saturated
boundary layer around the hydrates would be continuously
stripped away by the organized currents. In the smog basin
analogy there should be a higher concentration plume of
methane surrounding the hydrates so disruptions of the
saturated boundary layer would not introduce “fresh” seawater
but rather methane-rich seawater thereby minimizing the
concentration gradient around the hydrates and reducing loses
due to dissolution.

In their analyses of the hydrate dissociation Lapham et al.
(2014) conclude that the observed long term stability of methane
hydrates at Bush Hill is inconsistent with expected rates based on
laboratory and in situ test measurements. They also conclude that
the methane flux from below is insufficient to maintain the
seafloor hydrates in a ∼steady state condition. They infer that
the long term stability of seafloor hydrates at Bush Hill and other
GoM seepages site is related to having a protective sediment cover
that limits dissociation by maintaining saturation methane
concentrations in pore water adjacent to the hydrate. The
sediment cover is required to shield the saturated boundary
layer from being depleted by currents. Our findings suggest
that low current speeds and locally high methane
concentrations (within a few centimeters of the hydrate) can
also help promote long-term hydrate stability.

FIGURE 14 | Shown is a half space block model for the concentration variations around the Bush Hill seep site. The numbers in each block indicate average
concentrations in nM. The sums above the model are the total number of moles of methane contained in each 500 m wide volume assuming radial symmetry.
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We hypothesize that the stabilization of exposed seafloor
hydrates at other seep sites is indicative of the long-term
presence of elevated methane concentrations and the current
structure that this requires. If true, then the presence/absence of
seafloor hydrates might be used as a test for grouping areas to
contrast the character of their biologic communities. In particular
we expect methane-oxidizing microbes in the water column to be
at higher concentrations and to occupy a significantly greater
volume at seeps with exposed hydrates.

Using the ObservedMethane Distribution to
Better Understand Seepage
The distribution of dissolved methane around the Bush Hill mud
volcano is governed by the flux of methane from the seep and
subsequent distribution by near-bottom currents. The data are
insufficient to allow us to draw hard conclusions about details of
the methane release. A simplification that is implicit to some of the
preceding interpretations is that the release of methane from Bush
Hill can be fairly approximated as constant over time scales of at least
10–20min and up to 1–2 h. This simplification allows us to makes
sense of the repeat current and concentration data in Table 1, for
example. If the methane flux from the source dropped substantially
or stopped entirely between the measurements, then the relevance of
currents moving toward or away from the source relative to
observation point would be far more nebulas. The fairly regular
radial distribution of methane around Bush Hill would be far more
complicated to explain as a product of both a varying source flux and
varying current patterns. In this case the flux and currents would
have to co-vary to explain the methane distribution. Thus, while a
quasi-steady state flux is not strictly required by the data; we
interpret the system to behave in this way as it provides the
simplest explanation of the observations.

The limited amount of data on the distribution of dissolved
methane at seeps means that we cannot interpret our data by
analogy; i.e., there is no basis to characterize the methane plume at
BushHill as typical or unusual. The approachwe used to collect the
data is relatively low cost for ocean field-work and so could be used
to survey other thermogenic and biogenic sources of methane
seepage to develop a more general understanding. It is our hope
that others will leverage these methods to provide a more complete
understanding of dissolved methane around seepage sites.

There are a number of potential changes to the experimental
design that could provide more detailed and better constrained
results. For example, more gliders (four or five) all equipped with
ADCPs could provide an understanding of current variability in
both space and time. A laser-based methane detector could provide
similar sensitivity to the METS and reduce or eliminate the
smoothing effect on the quantitation imparted by it. Collecting
contemporaneous water samples, either from the glider(s) or via
hydrocasts, could validate in situ concentration measurements.

CONCLUSION

We present the findings of two in situ characterization studies of
methane concentrations around the Bush Hill mud volcano

conducted in the spring and fall of 2018. High spatial
resolution (∼5 m) mapping of methane concentrations as close
as ∼5–90 m above the seafloor allowed a 3D understanding of the
methane plume. Maximum observed concentrations were
∼400 nM, well below concentrations documented by ex situ
samples captured via ROVs and submersibles at Bush Hill and
other seep sites (which exceed 10,000 nM). On the other extreme,
we found areas throughout the methane plume that had methane
concentrations that were below detection limits. As might be
expected, the frequency of non-detects increases away from
the source. We interpret the concentration data to indicate the
presence of a detectable methane plume within 30 m of the
seafloor up to 2 km away from the source in all directions
despite significant variations in the seafloor bathymetry.

Repeat sampling demonstrated significant variations in
methane concentrations (and current directions) occur on
time scales of 1–2 h. The majority (>90%) of the analyses
conducted close to the source were above detection limits. At
750 m distance from the source, only about 65% of the analyses
were above detection limits. This significant temporal and spatial
variability presents a challenge for interpreting limited ex situ
sampling. Comparison of the average results from the spring and
fall studies suggests an overall decrease in the amount of methane
present around the seep of ∼35%. However, nearly all other
characteristics of the methane plume were similar between
both studies.

By coupling the concentration data with current data we are able
to demonstrate that there is no pervasive transport of methane away
from the seep source (i.e., as one might picture for a classic chimney
plume). The dissolved methane associated with the seepage lingers
in the area of the source because the near bottom currents vary in
direction often enough that they provide no effective long-distance
transport. Comparison of observed total methane in the plume with
estimated flux from the seep suggests that an equivalent of about
6 days accumulated methane is found in the plume. Examples of
relatively high velocity (up to 0.18 m/s) near bottom currents with
limited lateral extents were documented by high resolution ADCP
coverage. If these currents were to persist for as long as 5 h they have
the potential to displace methane located in the lower ∼20m of the
water column from the 2 km radius vicinity. Episodic occurrences
of such currents may explain some of the significant temporal
variations in concentration.
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